Do tweets trigger nuke nightmares?

Talking Points
1. What children’s poem does Sage Stossel use in his cartoon about Donald Trump’s tweet about nuclear arms?
2. What Cold War film about nuclear arms does Sean Delonas refer to in his cartoon?
3. Do you think the U.S. should expand its nuclear arsenal? How would other nations react?
4. In reaction to a fake news story, a Pakistani official tweeted a warning of nuclear retaliation against what nation?
5. Are tweets a good way to conduct foreign affairs?

Between the lines
“The United States must greatly strengthen and expand its nuclear capability until such time as the world comes to its senses regarding nukes.” - Donald Trump

Additional resources
More by Sage Stossel
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/StossS
More by Sean Delonas
http://www.cagle.com/author/sean-delonas/
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